The purpose of this agreement is to ensure legal, moral, and ethical use of laptops borrowed from the North Island College Library & Learning Commons.

Conditions of use:

- Users must comply with North Island College Policy #3.06 Community Code of Academic, Personal and Professional Conduct (Code of Conduct)

- North Island College computers, Wi-Fi and internet resources are provided to NIC students for educational purposes including research, study, and learning.

- Use of NIC computing resources for the purpose of conducting private business or commercial activities is prohibited.

- Users must not transmit or display on their screens any images, sounds or messages which create an atmosphere of discomfort to or harassment of others, including but not limited to pornography and violence.

- The receipt, transmission or display of offensive images, sounds or messages is a violation of this agreement.

- Users must not attempt to degrade system performance or capability.

Failure to comply with these regulations may result in:

- suspension or loss of Library & Learning Commons and/or computer privileges
- notification of the RCMP and/or other authorities as is deemed appropriate
- suspension of Library access and ban from all NIC properties

Responsibilities of the borrower:

- must return before the end of the loan period, in same condition as when loaned
- will pay overdue fines of $5/hour
- will pay replacement cost of $800 if damaged or lost

My signature below acknowledges that I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions and that I understand that this agreement is binding and enforceable.

_____________________________  ______________________________
Signature                       Date

_____________________________  ______________________________
Student #                       Staff Initials

Feb 2019